PANICLES
Follow the fates of two families, one wealthy
and powerful, the other blue collar, from a
chance meeting at a Florida poolside, to the
highest levels of politics and power. This
sweeping saga of love, war, money, and power
leaves each family weighing their duty to their
family versus service to their country.
It all leads to a fateful choice—a sacrifice—
which could change the course of history.
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Is it better to take the risk and pursue the glory
of fame and fortune, or to live a simpler, more
grounded life?
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Richard’s first novel, the
award-winning Love, Loss,
and Lagniappe was inspired
by actual events in his life,
and utilizes his Medical and
Business School background
to explore the journey of
self-discovery after heartbreaking loss, while
revealing the scientific basis for the meaning of
life. (You’ll have to read it to find out!)
Richard’s next novel, Panicles, explores the
price of fame and fortune through the eyes of
two families, one wealthy and powerful, the
other blue collar, from a chance meeting at a
Florida poolside, to the highest levels of
politics and power. This sweeping saga of love,
war, money, and power leaves each family
weighing their duty to their family versus
service to their country. It all leads to a fateful
choice—a sacrifice—which could change the
course of history.
Richard lives in New York City and New
Orleans with his love and inspiration, Lisa, his
wife of thirty years (and counting), near their
beloved grown children.
Website: www.RobbinsBooks.com
Facebook: Richard.Robbins.7737
Twitter: @RRobbinsBooks
Praise for Richard Robbins’ first book,
Love, Loss, and Lagniappe:

